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more tender plants, such as petunias, have mostly due to the effect of a high stole of cul- farmer and no potato grower should be with- Peach trees need much trimming. Cut
suffered, it is true from the storms of wind tivation, although some are the result of cross out a g°°d spray pump. Good pumps suit- back at least one'half of the new growth each
and rain to which they have been subjected, fertilization as carried out upon some system- able for most purposes, cost from about $2< season and thin out the centre of head,
but a week s sunshine works wonders with the atic plan by experts, and very beautiful and upwards; cheaper ones may be obtained but Apples, pears, plums and quinces require
battered plants in restoring their beauty. Em- large are some of the products of these efforts. ■B^HB^^^^^HHBHBl are not as satisfactory, and it is much more moderate pruning each year,
ployment can easily be found for an hour or The great object'of the fancier seems to aim at Hik economical to get a good one to begin with. , . Br?ad’ low-down trees are easier to spray,
two each morning in removing the decayed well-defined colors and large trusses of fine '*.< ' - 3«il One great advantage that a good pump has thin, pick and trim. Cut out those high tops,
flowers and fallen petals, dead or dying .leaves, flowers thrown well above the foliage, and the ï* > over a poor one is that the operator can devel- Avold cutt,n& of large limbs, if possible,
and-plants whose beauty is over. value of a v^iety is determined by its excel- op more power with it. Cover all wounds with thick paint.

Plumbago Capensis lence in these respects. It is the custom to , Spraying is not sprinkling A sorav should Compact, low trees suffer less from storms.
T, , , V™, re-pot the plant safter flowering during the h r -Si i ,, fP , er- A/pray should Prune m June for fruitfulness, in the springThe peculiar tint of celestial blue possessed summer and stand them in a cool shadedltua j th*Jwhm °f a fi-e, fog-hke mist for wood.” This is a wise old saw. But most

by the blooms of Plumbago capensis must tion so tj,at ti t f tifi , , , • d th s on,y can he obtained with a good farmers are too busy with other work in June;
stamp it as a universal favorite, independently next season’s work Such fine stralnl hi pump and a good nozzle the latter being consequently spring is usually most conveni
ez the fact that it is one of the most easily reducedfrolseedsthatthis£ * ™ j almos.t ast important as the former. When ent, and so the larger proportion of orchard-
grown greenhouse plants, and one deserving mendahle form in S rote* * v t 9 ' ] spraymg, the object is not to put on as much ists do their pruning in February or March
every attention from a cultural standpoint. Yet As^ alreld^stoted ' hi,"TanMn itonrim^i 1 !lq“,d that the leaves, but But remember them is great merit in June
it has been asserted that plumbagos are too stateisfoundhig’h un.n " A " 1 just.enough to cover the leaves evenly and pruning.' J
rampant or too weedy and free in their manner detests heat or coddling in anv cLnp° h \ 1 as the insecticide- or fungicide must be When cutting off fair-sized limbs, saw the
of growth, to make useful subjects beyond ever lt is on, of ïï IX uZ „! f °" '1 eve"ly distributed over the leaf, so that every under side of the limb about one-third of the
what are suited to lofty pillars and back walls, amateur to cultivate a” ■HBMBBMBBI!f's'‘,'*<Î! ~ * j Part will be protected, if the best results are way through, or till the saw begins to pinch,or similar situations where climbing plants who lite £ or ne^r lar^ trln^Tr 6 to be obtained. A fine spray will envelop the and then s!w on top about onehalf inch from
generally grow and do well. P. capensis is a verv j;ttlc SDac. tn Jf-' , I.t rc<luV"es Fragrant Gardenia !eaf> protecting the underside as well, which the undercut, and when sawed down almost to
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üœrÆf'ix'r ~: ££ * £ »»5ars «-r- *.—» - »-* «* «■ » 'snz£,s£ se1$ s-as
~ ebru,rr'*h'”*wi“s"min,,e'The”ed- .m^75U«SStf-SS m&Lt?“*pp,/,hel ake cuttings from the firm side shoots formed ---------- »------------------------- —-------- :---------- pipes. In towns where the water supply is

ot the current season s growth, or, indeed, any ---------------- --------------------- laid on from a main M saving of rain water
portions of young wood, as they all strike is hardly thought of and one of the very best
readily, dibbled W into sandy compost, with friends for use in the garden or for plants
glass over them for a few days. As soon as the pots is allowed to wastf itself down the drains,
cuttings have shown a little new growth,.they Its use on a lawn in particular is far to be pre
should be potted off into large 6o-sized pots. ferred to the hard corrosive stuff that comes
Keep them on any out-of-the-way shelf until by force from the main, and which in time Will
spring, then move them into 48-sized pots, keep ■HF kill all the very fine growing grasses as itthem near the glass, where plenty of light is HF 'JHÊ ; clogs the surface, givm| it theg appearance of
available, as , according to the manner in which ■gfâtijpF'’’ y-., being concreted. Soft water contains aU'the
this is managed, so in comparison will be their '' natural elements that are token Up by plants, it
sturdiness and relative bloom display. All the *^^'1 .. will sweeten their very, existence, and they
young growth they have made during the early will thrive luxuriantly ; nbt so with hard water,'
winter months must be pinched back to three which will certainly keep them alive, but in
eyes. Should the young shoots which form in time they are apt to show signs of their disliké
the spring be strong and numerous, pinch them by an unhealthy appeafàlice. I strongly advise
back also to three eyes, and directly they com- _ readers to save all tj^y can, either in tubs,
mence growing, give yet one more move into 1 • butts, or tanrks.
32-sized pots. By so doing, not alone will the 4
bloom display be increased, but the dwarf 
bushy habit of tlje plants also maintained.

Blooming in August or September; the 
plumbagos form a most acceptable and telling 
display in company with, and by way of con
trast to, scarlet and white bloomed conserva
tory plants, generally at their best at that sea
son. There is one other situation where this 
plant may be tried with advantage, and that 
is a warm sunny wall, out of doors. I have 
seen it doing remarkably well in such a situa
tion in the south of England.

Myrtle and Oleander
From the middle to the end of August is 

the best time in the year to put in cuttings of 
myrtles and oleanders. The old-fashioned way 
ot striking myrtle cuttings was to put a plant 
into a close damp hothouse early in June, so 
that the young shoots became as soft as those 
of a verbena ,and when a couple of inches long, 
they were token off for cuttings, planted in 
pots, with sand on the top, bell-glasses put 
over them, and then plunged into bottom heat.
Nine-tenths of-the very hard woody plants, 
such as is the myrtle, will readily strike under 
that excitement, but that kind of work is only 
fit for first-rate propagators, . and ordinary 
people must content themselves with the mpre 
popular way of slow and sure work. Myrtle 
cuttings take a long time to root, and may be 
made any time this month. Those made 
require less attention, and are more sure to 
root by the ordinary treatment than such as 
are made at any other season, and, as they 
must be left in the cutting pots until next 
sPr'ng> and be watered all through the winter, 
the pots should be particularly well prepared 
for them. Six-inch pots are about the best size 
drained with an inch deep of small cinder 
ashes, then a little good mould over that for 
the roots ta feed on when they reach that far, 
and then the pot filled with a very light 
post of half sand and half sandy loam. To 
make the pot look more tidy, a thin layer of 
clean sand might be put on the top, but that is 
not essential for the cuttings. The pot is then 
well watered and put aside until the cuttings 
are made. The reason for first watering the 
cutting-pot is that the soil in it will press 
harder together than if only ordinary moist, 
and the closer the soil or the sand is made for 
hard-wooded cuttings such as those of the 
myrtle, thé itoore certain are they to root. Now, 
if a gardener had a large myrtle plant. to 
choose cuttings from, he would, only take the 
little side shoots about 3 or 4 inches long, with 

\ an inch or so of the bottom quite grown from 
‘1 being ripe ; he would not cut them, but slip
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itlons completed before the close of 
tumn, the ground being prepared al

locations have been fixed, and 
1ère fall planting is practicable the 
;es being put in, or otherwise to be 
idy for planting in the spring As 
present understood, the province 

■ demonstration orchard purposes Is 
be divided into five fruit growing 

Itricts, each In charge of the H6r 
ulturlst assigned to that particular 
itrict, and all being in charge of the 
lef Horticulturist attached 
partment of Agriculture.

The Districts Affected 
’he first of these five districts 
constituted by Vancouver Island 

I the Lower Mainland. To the Is- 
d two orchards are allotted, the 
be between

!

to the

will -4

the other ÆSÏÏÎ ^

FSE Ôrnch£dsViCinlty 0?e^aa
er Mainland: one

allowed td the 
probably in. the 

a, one in Chilliwack, and two on 
north bank of the Fraser, in the 
dney riding. The

are

, second orchard
rlct Is to comprise Shuswap, Arm- 
mg, Nicola, Salmon Arm and Pen- 
« (Wallachln), two orchards going 
he constituency of Tale and two to 
* Kamloops. Either three or four 
Zdax,T. .Pr°POaéd for the third
nnL Whlch ,s to include
non, Kelowna, Summerland, pen-
?n and Keremeoe. The fourth dis- 
t provides for the Arrow Lakes dis- 
, Kootenay and the boundary coun- 
East and Northeast Kootenay. It 
cpected that two orchards will be 
•ded to the Slocan district, one be- 
Ilven on Arrow and one on Slocan 
-, with one on the Kootenay Lakh 
e vicinity Of Nelson, ofte at or near 

’ °n/ at W|ndermere, one at 
land, and another at Midway 
hern Sritlsh Columbia will con
te the fifth official division to
in X Lr,C,hard,S WlU be frtven. the
.therheatK^8kXea,Um' ^ aM
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PRUNING IN FLORIDA

The best way to prune is not to prune at 
all, unless it may be a judicious cut here and 
there to accomplish some specific object, as thft 
severing of cross-bound limbs, that we hope 
will more than counterbalance the direct and 
indisputable damage that pruning does. We 
have in mind a few orange trees ten years old 
from the seed, fully recovered from the freeze, 
thirty-three to thirty-nine inches in circumfer
ence in the smallest part of the trunk. They 
are innocent of the scalpel. The branches 
nearly sweep the ground. They are models in 
form and beauty, grand in their stateliness, pic
tures of health and vigor. Several of them 
last winter

1 i

m gave their owner 1,000 oranges 
apiece. No scale or white fly, no dieback, bark- 
bound or blight, no spraying ever dreamed of. 
They are not invalids or fever-struck or victims 
of consumption ; they are robust, full-lunged 
natives of Florida, no surgeon’s slash or dent
ist’s hacking about their magnificent sym
metry. If people would spend for fertilizer 
and culture the money invested in fine-haired 
horticultural surgery, they would hear much 
less of scale and fly. With the same treatment 
otherwise we have never seen a grove that 
pruned (hacked by surgeons) but what 
distanced in the race of life by the one that 
had a whole skin and unscarred limbs and 
body.

nored with degree : / I

4
Degree of D.C.L. At College. U-

_ Ax, -> v
e Right Rev. Dr. Perrin, Bishop of 
nbla, has returned from Halifax, 
e he attended the sessions of the 
•al synod of the Anglican church 
made.

Hot Waîer Ripes
Even; if hidden away, it is: always better to 

keep hot wafer pipes ifoated With a preserva
tive, and a„sititable composition, is made of 
lamp-black, and boiled linseed oil, mixed, to the 
consistency of thin paint. This should be ap
plied with a brush, arid worked, iff well," so 
that every part of the iron may be covered If 
the pipes have not been so treated before, the 
paint should be laid ott when cold ; but if a 
supplementary application, it should tie put on 
when they are hot; bijt in the latter case the 
mixture may ,be thicker, as it thins on applica
tion. The pipes may be kept hot until it dries 
a,nd its effect will last a long time. As the smell 
is not good for vegetation, as much .as possible 
should be taken out until .it has died away, 
which it soon does, if plenty ■ of " air be given. 
This is the method for ordinary greenhouses 
and conservatories, but for tropical houses it is 
best to coat the pipes when hot with red-lead 
paint, which is a great preservative against 
corrosion.
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'He In the East Bishop Perrin 
the recipient of 
L„ honoris

":Z
was
was

the degrëe of 
causa, by King's Gol-

y:- :

university, N. S.
1 address of the public . 
ited Dr. Perrin for the degree 
ed in Latin.

orator who
was

A translation reads:
The Bishop of Columbia

e hall a noted Bishop who comes 
from the extreme West of Can- 

Wlth giant strength, and courage 
is pitted himself against tha ln- 
rance, the dissolute morals, the 
t customs, which In big cities are 
ntly rife. Not Infrequently he 
es victory from the vanquished 
leaded foe. 
bers him with
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HORTICULTURAL NOTES

It is best to trim plum, cherry and peach 
trees to a low head.

Every fruit district should have a fruit or
ganization for business purposes and discus
sion of local questions.

Don’t let the work pile up. Do things in 
season. It costs no more to do things in 
than out of season.

In planting apple trees the fruit grower 
should confine himself to two or three_cer
tainly not more than four varieties.

Spare no pains in planting young fruit trees. 
Get good thrifty stock of a reliable nursery, 
and of those varieties that have proved money 
makers in your neighborhood.

Keep the trees and plants in good health. 
A healthy plant will lesson the attacks of plant 
diseases and insect pests. Drainage, fertility 
and tillage all help in producing health and 
vigor in plants.

In preparing ground for raspberries, see 
that that it is deeply plowed and thoroughly 
pulverized. Plant early in the spring as pos
sible, rows six feet apart and two and a half to 
three feet in the row.

The beginning in flower growing should 
not attempt too much the first season. Begin 
with a few plants of easy culture. By the time 
one has learned to grow these well, other 
varieties of more difficult culture may be taken 
up.

In transporting evergreens never let the 
roots dry. Protect them with some damp 
terial, such as wet straw, matting or gunny 
sacking. Cultivate the ground around newly- 
planted trees, thus giving a soil protection 
against drying winds.

Now is the time of the year to examine the 
trunk and base of apple, pear, plum, quince, 
P,cach and chërry trees and see if there are any 
signs of the borer. If detected, cut them out. 
There is nothing more destructive to fruit trees 
than the borer. There are two species found in 
apple and pear trees—the flat and round head 
apple tree borers. It is no trouble to detect 
them after a few are found. No fruit grower 
should permit his fruit trees tç go unexamined 
and untreated this month.

The success in growing strawberries will 
to a great extent depend upon the nature of the 
soil, while they will grow in any kind of ground 
in a rich, sandy loam. For field culture plant! 
rows three and one-half or four feet apart with 
plants twelve or fourteen inches apart in the 
rows. Some varieties are pistillate—that is, 
they have an imperfect blossom. Such plants 
will not bear perfect berries unless sottie stam- 
inate variety is grown near them. The rule is 
to. plant two rov<s imperfect, one perfect and 
two more imperfect

Double Ranunculus-flowered Poppy
Agrostemma Coronaria (Rose Campion)

lings must be pricked out even when they are 
of a small size, about a dozen in a three inch 
pot. After they have grown so much that the 
leaves touch each other they must be re-potted 
three in each pot. When they have grown 
sufficiently to re-pot again, put only one in the 
centre of . each three inch pot this time. The 
auricula is very often grown in over-large pots, 
this is a mistake, as it does not succeed so well 
in large pots. The sizes for moderate plants 
are what are termed small and large forty 
eights, which are about 4l/> inches in diameter 
inside measure T.he frames containing the 
plants should be placed in a shady part during 
the summer—the north side of a wall or thick 
fence is as good as any other position Here 
they will remain until the plants have flow
ered. An essential part of their culture is to 
remove a portion of the surface soil in Febru
ary and replace it with compost containing 
rather more manure than the plants were pot
ted in.

Potato-spraying . attachments 
madé from most good sprayers, and from four 
to six rows can be sprayed at one time. The 
latest devices have the nozzles arranged so 
that the vines may be sprayed from beneath 
as well as above, which is important, as all 
parts of the plant above ground should be pro- 
tected. With these attachments one man and 
a horse can get over a large area in a day. This 
is not always the most economical way to do, 
as, for instance, if a nozzle or nozzles should 
become clogged, the machine may go on for 
some distance before this is noticed, and there 
will be a patch left, unprotected, where the po
tato beetle can work and the potato blight 
may get a strong foothold ; or perhaps the cart 
will jolt. Thoroughness is very essential, both 
in spraying for the potato beetle and for blight. 
A wise plan,.if a four or six attachment is used 
is to have a man or boy on the back of the 
sprayer watching for any clogging of the noz
zle. The method preferred by the writer,

T. W . __._________________ _________ though a little slower than that mentioned, is
by jj° means an unusual to_spray two time, a man.or a ljoy

selves, when all of a sudden it is found that ^8* certain to be thoroughly do"ne, and thorough-

thspoilt n0M6d°r titi b®dhhas-1r“n to.s^d' and ^ V i < ',>1 ness especially when disease or -insects are
deep digging is of the greatest importance’and distanC? apart rows_shou"dSbeerèguïaht-

may not have been recently manured will af- wheels of thePcart ^will come between the
ford plentiful gatherings when plants in over- rows. Many home-made machines for spray-
rich and loose soil will probably turn a sickly ing are used, but most of these are very waste-
yellow and ultimately wilt away. The usual of material, and the liquid is put on in so
spring sowing should with judgment supply all coarse a spray that runs down the leaf and
needs for the next few months, while seeds most of the poison is washed off or down to
sown within the next few weeks should furnish the tip. There no doubt that much of the

leaves from Christmas until the next difficulty in killing Colorado Potato Beetle
spring sowing is fit for use in summer. The due to the fact that the poison not evenly
best plan to sow the seed in lines, about a“d thoroughly distributed over the

them from the branch, and after cutting away a foot apart, and ultimately thin out the plants ^BBBliHBBHHBBBBIliBBB q here is the same defect with the watering 
the two lower leaves, they would be ready to to six inches apart, to give them room for full _ can, which is an article which has been used
plant. The next best cuttings would be on the development Arrange the size -of the bed so Flower-head of the Oleander in spraying potatoes for many years. There is
top of side shoots that ripened all the way up that a frame may be fitted over it during the __________________ ’________ •_____  n.° doubt that the reason why the dry applica-
except 2 inches at the very top ; then, by tak- winter. It is a good plan to cut away all the * ~ ti°n Paris green for the prevention of the
mg two joints of the brown wood along with large leaf growth from old beds about the end grower, but there are few farmers who vet Colorado Potato Beetle is preferred in many
the green tops, very good cuttings may be of August, with the result that instead of a lot own one. It has been proven by experiments C3SCS t0 lqu,d 15 that when applied dry the
made. Of course, these could not be made of rusty leaves there will be an abundance of at the Central Experimental Farm that more pU?orr 15 evenly distributed. Various
slip cuttings like the former, but they would fresh parsley later on. It is important that a than the price of a good spray "pump can be shakers ind blowers have been invented for
be cut across under the second joint of ripe good curled Strain be grown, as when used for saved in one year on an acre by spraying po- aPPvm6 dry poison.
wood in the usual way. The reason for taking he decoration of joints it adds to the attractive- tatoes with Bordeaux mixture to prevent The effectiveness of an application of an 
a little ripe wood at the bottom of the cuttings ness of the dish, and choice parsley is no more blight and rot, but a spray pump is useful for «insecticide or fungicide will be in proportion

are now
Many a profligate 

gratitude as one 
has plucked him from the slavery 
te; many a weak and wavering 
is Strengthened In the right 
|Hng to him by his 
. many an Ignorant one he has 
a by his Instructions. In matters 
ilasticai he Is a lover of doctrines 
terpreted hy the ancient fathers. 
Imirer of

season
way, 

gentle mon-
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POTATO SPRAYING HINTS.

A bulletin published on “Potato Culture” by 
XV. T. Macoun, horticulturist of the Central 
Experimental Farm, Ottawa, which every po
tato grower should procure and carefully read. 
We presume it is still in print, and. may be 
had on application to Prof, Macoun. From it 
we quote the following practical suggestions 

the application of spray mixtures :
Methods for Applying Spray Mixtures.
A.good spray pump, is considered an abso

lute necessity with every progressive fruit-

ceremonies which have 
allowed partly to fall Into disuse, 
evoted to the past as It was under 
lie of the primitive church. Never- 
* he haa n°t ceased to devote his 
■ion to those things which In our 
science and philological research 
brought to light All good men 
y tendered to him the tribute of 

I present the Right Rev. 
m Willcox Perrin.
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MURDER MYSTERY
of Deputy Assessor of Union 

[nty, Oregon, Found In Home, 
Riddled By Bullets.

Parsley in Winter I
!

6RANDE, Ore., Sept. 22.—The 
[me discovery of the body of 
I Perry, deputy county assessor of 
I county, was made today by 
■ who broke Into his house here 
effort to secure information that 
| explain Perry's absence during 
let ten days from.his office. The 
I was found on the staircase with 
lots in the back. )
crime was not for the purpose, c ) 
k, as Perry's purse was found ir| 
bkets with the money untouched!
I Perry had been in Portland! 
re«r three children for several! 
nd It was not until word wàa re- 

! from her that Perry had not'
► Join her that anxiety regarding' 
hereabouts arose. Today was 

?„a5L °J Perry’B absence, and 
I decided by his personal friends 
vestlgation of the seemingly de- 
residenee should be made.
P is no clue to Perry's slayji 
known motive for the deed. JH

com-

ma-

George Mitchell of Beacon 
in Saturday to spend the wl 
don, Ontario, her sister ' ; 
imb, accompanied her tpJ

lisses Fraser, Esquimau 
iteses at a charming 111 
lesday afternoon, given j 
«e Ermatinger, sister of 
ger of at. Thomas, O 
i spend the winter In VI

d,

1
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